
You never did anything wrong by Gary Bate

They simply distracted you to get you to look at the wrong ball...

Who are they? They are the controllers of this World. And who are they? That's a 'dimensional' 
answer, because the control is occuring in one dimension and being executed in this dimension.

There's a need to get you up to speed as quickly as possible (not just to make good progress) but 
because we're all quickly running out of time..

What is alien to us is just what we're not familiar with. There are entities who operate from a higher 
frequency (the psychic realm) and let's just say they have influence over our World's elite. There are 
certain families (including our Royals) who have different genetics to us, which allows them to 
shape-shift and interact with these alien entities. There are benevolent aliens and there are those 
(certain reptilians and greys) who control this planet.

The planet is being taken to a crescendo so control mechanisms can be put into place (like Carbon 
taxes and Climate lockdowns). The plan is to usher in One World Order (total totalitarian control), 
but they need to stage another false flag event to do that (911 and Pearl Harbour helped their cause). 
They might create a nuclear attack and or they might create a fake alien attack (they have the tech to 
do that). In the US 'they' are being pushed for disclosure and we continue to be stone-walled.

Let's take another example of them getting us to look at the wrong ball:

Like I've previously said, they can't hide the facts anymore; but still they won't admit to the weather 
engineering they've been conducting for 75 years! You think the weather men and the BBC don't 
know about this? They're all owned by the same alien-controlled, elite dogs.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-66229065

"Humans are 100% behind the upward trend," she says. She's talking bollocks!

This is what's behind it:  https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/

Now watch for their barrage of alarmism so they can introduce more of their money-making 
ventures whilst the bioshpere continues to collapse.

New battery plants and new electric-car making facilities – these people are stark-raving mad!

With the unprecedented sea-ice melt the Day after Tomorrow scenario is approaching fast. It may 
not happen as quickly as the film depicts, but I believe the science behind it is sound. At the 
moment the jet stream is keeping us cool and wet whilst southern Europe roasts. According to the 
science, the sea-ice melt will cause the jet stream to stop, coastal regions to flood and new land 
masses will rise. But hey, believe what you want, like you always do :)

Dane has been blowing the whistle for over 20 years and only now is the BBC admitting that there's 
something radically wrong with this picture!

As I've said many times before – there's the illusionary World of propaganda, money, politics, game 
shows, competitive sports etc. and there's the real ball that I'm trying to get you to look at; because 
we're ALL affected by these malevolent forces ~ Gary Bate.
https://www.whatstress.com/
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